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Company donation means the companies donate legality estate which they had 
the right to deal with, whitout going against the law and rlues. Company donation is 
treated a social responsibility of a company, the right of it is presenting an current is 
the west world. The company donation is developed from totally forbidden to extra 
open and limited encourage finally. In China, company donation is treated to a “third 
time  admeasure system” in society area, do embodiment the highly social 
responsibility of nowadays companies, but it still can’t avoid making kinds of benefit 
collisions between the man who has the benefit relationship to companies. How to 
balance the collisions? How to consummate the system of company donation? How 
to make company donation exerts better effect to society and company itself, is the 
key point of this paper. 
This paper is plotted out to five parts except brief and ending words. The first 
part is define and class the company donation. In this part, the author define a better 
circumscription to company donation than the exist law’s. Then classed a few main 
kinds of company donation. The second part introduce the development of company 
donation .The third part analyses the benefit collisions and balance in company 
donation。In this part, the author analyses the collisions between donation and 
shareholder；the collisions between creditor and beneficiary；and the way to balance 
the collisions. The fourth part analyses system of company donation form three parts
—the decision-making system，the inspire system and the almsgiving system to 
impropriety donations. The fifth part is a thinking of the consummate Chinese 
company donation system. In this part ,the author tried to consummate the company 
donation system form local and abroad two sides，including legal system of company 
donation，inspire system, restrict system and intendance of company donation. 
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年 6 月 4 日 12 时，全国共接收国内外社会各界捐赠款物总计 436.81 亿元，实
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